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Problems with Oldsmobile Bravada? Joined Apr 12, Messages 1 Reaction score 0 Points 0. So
my mother bought a bravada which i didnt like for various reasons on how it felt when i test
drove it. Jeff1 New member. Joined Oct 19, Messages 7 Reaction score 0 Points 0. Its not your
fuel pump. It's most likely your master cylinder. Check to make sure you have the right amount
of brake fluid in it. If you do , then i would suggest you get the air out of the brakes lines. If still
the same , get new master cyclinder. As far as the starting goes , check the solenoid. The
steering may need a new power steering box. Good Luck. FantasticChadwick New member.
Your buddy that works at Autozone is an idiot. The watery sound coming from the engine is
caused by air in the cooling system. The trouble with having air in your cooling system is that
means there is oxygen in your cooling system and oxygen oxidizes - that means it is slowly
corroding the inside of your cooling system which will eventually become obvious when your
cooling system is riddled with holes and leaks. There is an easy fix for your problem. Buy a new
radiator cap preferably a Stant - you can get this from your idiot friend working at Autozone and
a gallon of pre-mixed engine coolant buy red, not green, regardless of how your idiot friend at
Autozone advises you So, that being said, pull your radiator cap off when the ENGINE IS COLD.
Jack the front of the vehicle up pretty high so that the radiator is higher than the heater core
heater core is located under the dash. Now start the vehicle and let the engine warm up. When
the engine gets warm, the thermostat will open and allow the engine coolant to flow through the
system. Have one person rev the engine to RPMs and keep it there. Allow a few minutes for all
the air to get a chance to cycle out of the motor and heater core. Now add the correct engine
coolant red, not green - if you use green it will eat your cooling system into the radiator until it
is stilling over at the fill cap. Now put your brand new radiator cap on. And lastly, let the engine
come back to idle. Problem solved. If, when you open the radiator, there is green coolant in
there already, you need to flush the entire cooling system. In regards to the brakes - take it to an
expert and have them fixed right. It can be a life or death matter. In regards to the acceleration
issue, it sounds like you're on the right track with the fuel pump theory. I would change the fuel
filter first because it's a lot cheaper, but it's most likely a fuel pump. I replaced my fuel pump
this week in my Bravada. It's an easy job, takes 3 hours. Don't buy the new fuel pump from your
idiot friend at Autozone, go buy a genuine ACDelco pump. If you live in Yankee land, you may
also want to get some penetrating oil to free up the various nuts and bolts - also if you live in
Yankee land you may want to buy a new lock-ring that locks the pump onto the tank. Also have
2 to 4 5-gallon gas cans on hand. Jack up the driver's side of your Bravada as high as you are
able - place jack stands under it and lower it onto the stands. Remove your rear drivers wheel
and the spare tire. Unplug both electrical connectors that are plugged into the pump. Now
separate the 3 fuel lines attaching to the pump. You don't need a special tool for this on the
Bravada - carefully use needle nose pliers to push in the tabs on each line and just pull them
out. Now release the two straps holding the tank. When I did mine, I used the weight of the
semi-full tank to help me force the filler hoses off, but you'll have to money around with it and
find the way that works best for you. Once my tank was removed, that's when I drained it. Be
very careful to not knock dirt and debris into the tank. I stuffed rags into the filler holes and
used compressed air to blow all the dirt away from the fuel pump before removing it. Use a
brass punch to knock the lock-ring free Use brass to avoid any sparks - there is a very high risk
of fire during a fuel pump replacement. The new pump will likely come with a different
connector than when is on your Bravada. You will need to cut the old one off and follow the
detailed direction that come with the new one connector and directions come with the ACDelco
fuel pump. Now reverse all your steps. Since I already had one wheel off, I went ahead and
replaced my rear brake pads while I was there. It only added a few extra minutes to the project
and they are done. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Last week leaving home for work, it was hard to
start everything apeared normal, good cranking speed, no waring lights I cranked for about 5
longer than usual seconds and it didn't start. I let it sit for a couple of minutes and triied again, it
crank'd longer than usual again, but slowly started. Drove to work with no indications of any
problems, park'd. After work it was again hard to start, it took almost 20 mins of triing to start it,
let it sit, try to start, let it sit, before it start'd again. From there I drove it to a parking spot that I
left it at all weekend where it had to be towed from! And it would not start. Before towing I did
dump gas down the throttle body and it started and ran for a few seconds and quit. OK so
here's my questions: - What should the fuel pressure be? I'm using a pressure gauge at the
schader valve behind the air intake. Before changing the fuel filter I had about 38 psi, after the
filter about psi, doing a static key on, engine off test. Do you. Was this answer. When cranking

the fuel pressure I beleive should be around lbs. The when running it should drop some. That
pressure you have is not enough. Try a new reulator first. Its located the top back. I beleive
theres a little black cover. Its inside it. I replaced ffuel filter, fuel pump and still would not start.
Then changed regulater and it started. Look online for a repair manual, or a public library for the
manual hope this helps. If any Q's email me at bkspittle tusco. Net Was this answer. Please
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most likely your master cylinder. Check to make sure you have the right amount of brake fluid in
it. If you do , then i would suggest you get the air out of the brakes lines. If still the same , get
new master cyclinder. As far as the starting goes , check the solenoid. The steering may need a
new power steering box. Good Luck. FantasticChadwick New member. Your buddy that works
at Autozone is an idiot. The watery sound coming from the engine is caused by air in the
cooling system. The trouble with having air in your cooling system is that means there is
oxygen in your cooling system and oxygen oxidizes - that means it is slowly corroding the
inside of your cooling system which will eventually become obvious when your cooling system
is riddled with holes and leaks. There is an easy fix for your problem. Buy a new radiator cap
preferably a Stant - you can get this from your idiot friend working at Autozone and a gallon of
pre-mixed engine coolant buy red, not green, regardless of how your idiot friend at Autozone
advises you So, that being said, pull your radiator cap off when the ENGINE IS COLD. Jack the
front of the vehicle up pretty high so that the radiator is higher than the heater core heater core
is located under the dash. Now start the vehicle and let the engine warm up. When the engine
gets warm, the thermostat will open and allow the engine coolant to flow through the system.
Have one person rev the engine to RPMs and keep it there. Allow a few minutes for all the air to
get a chance to cycle out of the motor and heater core. Now add the correct engine coolant red,
not green - if you use green it will eat your cooling system into the radiator until it is stilling over
at the fill cap. Now put your brand new radiator cap on. And lastly, let the engine come back to
idle. Problem solved. If, when you open the radiator, there is green coolant in there already, you
need to flush the entire cooling system. In regards to the brakes - take it to an expert and have
them fixed right. It can be a life or death matter. In regards to the acceleration issue, it sounds
like you're on the right track with the fuel pump theory. I would change the fuel filter first
because it's a lot cheaper, but it's most likely a fuel pump. I replaced my fuel pump this week in
my Bravada. It's an easy job, takes 3 hours. Don't buy the new fuel pump from your idiot friend
at Autozone, go buy a genuine ACDelco pump. If you live in Yankee land, you may also want to
get some penetrating oil to free up the various nuts and bolts - also if you live in Yankee land
you may want to buy a new lock-ring that locks the pump onto the tank. Also have 2 to 4
5-gallon gas cans on hand. Jack up the driver's side of your Bravada as high as you are able place jack stands under it and lower it onto the stands. Remove your rear drivers wheel and the
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to help me force the filler hoses off, but you'll have to money around with it and find the way
that works best for you. Once my tank was removed, that's when I drained it. Be very careful to
not knock dirt and debris into the tank. I stuffed rags into the filler holes and used compressed
air to blow all the dirt away from the fuel pump before removing it. Use a brass punch to knock
the lock-ring free Use brass to avoid any sparks - there is a very high risk of fire during a fuel
pump replacement. The new pump will likely come with a different connector than when is on
your Bravada. You will need to cut the old one off and follow the detailed direction that come
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